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ABSTRACT

the

A "generative stylistics" aptrcach.tc writing
presents usable, conscious standards for the prcduetion, arrangement,-
and rearrangement of written discourse thereby teaching studefits how
to make appropriate decisions about languageusage. Based on research
studies' that indicate the dependence cf the uriting,p/ocess on the
'decision making process in areas such as ccherence, cider, and
intended audencey.this approach could affect student motivation
positively ifecause it implies an eiplicit statement cf the tasks -to
te,accomplished and presents standards for determining success. While
areas of linguistics (tagmenics and transform icnal grammar) and
clDaposition theory contribute to the understandimg cf the writing
process, they do not offer workable criteria for making decisions and
cannot be used in establishing a ccmprehensive generative stylistics.
After research has defined how forms and patterns cf'language affect
the reader and how the readbr responds to elements cf varying
relevance, a fixed set of standards can be established that offers
fixed patterns of expected and unexpected-'arrangement in written
'discourse which uill elicit predictable audience reeEcnses. These
,standards.uould also provide focusing techniques for beasrzing
writing and guiding rev-§ion. MAI)
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ing course seems to be- the one; situation

to be taught soMething t

know all about before you can learn -nything"

you seem to need

Miller 1976;1). This is

,-,because teachers and inetruc ion designers haveyet t provide an explicit and

complete-account ftheskinStratlaWt'bertWStCred'lnorderto write success-
.

fully. In the meantime, we continue'to presuppose andreward.abilities which we

cannot _directly create or Influence_with the methods of-traditional it truction'

Confronted by a popul t of students uho, for various xpasons (such as

mass media passivi2atio and the decline of reading as pastime among young

people) -, huve not even veloped a provisional level of uriting skills, the

theory and methodology composition have moved their focus away from the

product, the text, toward thi4rocess of writing (cf. the pioneering study

by Eimig 1971). We. becomi of the el alionship between the complexity

iab lity f language on the one hand, and the vast differences in personal'

language experience and abilities on the other
r

user of language mus

An experienced and successful,

nd a set of strategie8 for selecting, from among

the options of the entir language, context., those which are suitable for a given contex

.

and audience. I shall therefore argue that writing instruction should consist of

presenting, and applying usable criteria for making appropriate decisions about

language use with re st to the produ tion and formation of texts (cf. Milic

1965). F011owi e vieveof ma chers Ohmann 1959, Milid 1971, Spillner

197h) that style the manifetation and result of the choices nade by-the

speaker/writer, 1 shall designate such an approach as "generative stylistics"

(Beaugrande 1977a).

'People who speak pi= make number interconnected denisions.



mhe decisions of sp rakers are in many ways le

speech interaction alloiie considerable r

restatement, Possible misunderstanding

expres on and gestures, And the hearers can always_,interpiose and demand

cat ion The4decisions of writers are open, to no such recourse, It folio Tple tha

a writing program must strive to move the decision-making ''pros he realm

f intuition and chance to a level where the it deciding are 'conscious

explicit and efficient, This V.11 slow d'own the actual production

consi ably in the early phases or training, bit it willgr atly redUCe

vague and fortaitots aspects of success in yr ting. experfnnts suggett

an etplicit statement of.the tasks to be accomplishe44ndthe'standards- for.

detirmining success has a strong positive effect on student motivation,

process depend on decision making. \Even the actAll phases of the.

of perceiving the human environment iiivolvhs complex decisiOns about

imp how perception should be
P
arranged and interpreted

1970 d -Ohm nn 1959) speaks

method of d

choices be

epistemic choice" as "a

cting the universe as expressed by the infinite number
P

That is

gtBecker/Pike

er's

she] makes,' Frank D'Angelo (1975) asserts that patter

thinking more or less directly determine the planning and organizing

of

is
discourse. Richard L 71,arn (1971a.: 1971b) views "movements of mind!, as

manifested in the rrangement of essays. It would be a mistake, ho ever,,to

assume that thoughts are organiAed in precisely the same'ways-as discourse.

While lila curse linear and reprresenf only erne version of that is being

communicated, thpughtsarepore likely- hierarchic and represent a complex

interweaving of possible alternatives regarding what is to be cosnmmunicated

Therefore the transition frewthe mental to the written medium involves at least
ti

the reduction of multivalence and'communi ioi alternatives' as well) an



ngement of non - linearly stored elements in a ltr- ear mode. Viewed fromethis

angle the immense margin for chaos and -error in writing becom

in can be reduced to manageable propoiar either by lengthy

ident. This

xperienee

nethe'production and r arrangement of text_ or by referring to a net of

oonsc.ious standee-de-for-pi-educing, ging, and rerraidg texts.

-the other luand there 7e powerful -factors-whi

nd order upon discourse. .Kenneth Pike (1964

d seems enable to function Without sim

ganizatiori The materlal stored in' the

must 'therefore be pre-sorted to some. extent. I

early in the Writing process drastically reduce he

ceheren

work tie impose'

points out that the

1 invariant principles

d. as a base-for discourse

the decisions made

ivies to be eonsidered

-eadtr audience willlatei' on. r must decide at once what the p

be, and consider he presuppositions beliefs, of that audience

in -tiaular Pearseli 1919, and,. oung/Becker/Pike 1970, ch. 842).

d visions regarding alternatives. of selection

As soon

this aspect is

aegement-will be greatly simplified. For a sample, the pnevioue .knowledge held

e intended amdlenee deteriniJies the density of information in the text,

the, rate fit which new information can be introduced and the amount of

b c u that must accompany the latter (cf. Beaugrande 1978a), Also,

xp ctations serve to decide the degree of ordinariness that a

and its creme ent elements should maintain if select& ordinary eleme

4;3

notably lekecalones an academic audience will feed thetext dull and pedestrian,

while highly noneordinary elements will annoy or even offend an-audienoethat does

not employ such elements writing. It follows that a. writer must fulfill at

least some expectations of any audience, but must= also deviate what-from

thing or interesting is- to he, communicated. Thethose expectations if

between .fulfillment andeninefulfiliment of- expectations must-beeestabllebedN

E,



with reSpect.to the intended audience and its interpreting strategies. A- I have

shown in detail elseWhere (Beaugrande 1977b the qualities ofnon-ardinarineSs

and non- expectedness do not always- coincide; for example, poetic language is

characterized by many nopmcd.dinary spects.of 1-nguageuse which are nonetheless

expected within the context of ,poet --h as rime, displaced:syntax, and

archaic words.

All this suggests that successful writing is impossible:maless the would,

be writer first becomes a sufficientlyskiliful reader' to be able to estimate

the effect of his or her own texts on a prospective Audience.: A follows that

the decision-making criteria I have advocated for presentation must belovertly,

'obeervable, in samples of good writing, such tha close reading end I

old see the relevance of literature for the modix4'student in this very

factor bec

language.

should like to survey the re

pro ofconscious training in .the control and use of

1978h,"

In of linguistic resea eh e 4a60-13Aa:

what can be used'in setting up the crit

outlined abOve, In struaural linguistics the notion of the "paradigmatic"

e fundtion

aspect -_--languAge served to specify what the linguistically possible alternatives

(-,

werefor-a given 'slot" in discourse. Tagmemics widened the scope to inclpde

not only language elements, but ter types of._communication add behavior as

capable of occupying slots in discour

little to say about the actual criteria

fill a slot, relegating such considerati ns to the level of "parole% that if

the varia les of language use not dTemed fit f

tagmem on the other hand, is itself a comb

class' of:,elementa" capable of occuing the

theory correctly at least so criteria for determining what should be-chosen.

However, structural linguistics had

deciding what uld be selected to

scientific description, The

ion of a gren slot and thl

Plus if I understand the



Tagmenists tave-acc

of the factorek idfl

linguistics, as far
p.

ding y provided the most detailed and comprehensive account

eencing language, decisions within the framework of structural

I kneel (Young/Becker/Pike 1970.- However, the structa.ral,

notion of the slot seems problematic, since it appeats to presuppose a framework

of arrangement rather than to explain how such a fraiadwork evolves in the first .

place. In othir words, I do not see quite how the notion of the slot is compatible

With an unbiased atccount of how form evolves directly out of communicational content,

7%10.5-Erik Enklrist (1971), following Richard Okmann (1964) views transform 1

the most complete model for linguistic choice. Yet transformations

grammar can o_ account for what _John C rellpn (1969) describes ii"rayntactic

fluency," particula ly in the area of "sentence-combining." Sinde it is -predicated

on the idea that syntax is autonomous of other language factors (even In Chcrnsky's

recent work, cf. Seirle 1976),- transform tional granular is intrinqically unfit

. to provide, workable criteria for deciding on one sritactk pattern as opposed to

another. It is surely too sJmple to assume that syntactic complexity is identical
=--

with high quality or maturity in writing, since that would1 -e sight of the

various types of reader audience.

We can therefore conclud tbat the mainstroom of_ kmeri n linguistics can

be used to state at least some 'formal. alternatives, but not to derive workable'

criteria for making decisions about those alternative. A dtatement of alternativ

is nonetheless important. a Shaughnessy (1976:139) -Points out that culturally

disadvantaged students are "restricted as 'writers to a very narrow range,

-syntactic semantic, and rhetorical options."

Unfortunately, the situation iriccompesition theciry is not ch better. icharc

Larson (1976:71) sums it up as follows:

We have, in studies of-farm largely a record of search for, formulas and patterns
in discourse, and a record of advice on the properties that well-ordered discourse
ought, in the a priori Judgement of theorists, to exhibit. But the-creasers for
the effectiveness of differ6nt patterns the ways in which their parts interact,



the most useful techniq s of decid mg upon particular sequences of steps in
composing --'in-short, many of the fundamental .topics one has to address in
choosing.a form ,for a composition -- have been dealt with slightl hesitantly

or not-at all.-

Herr again, lack of workable criteria for making decisions consthtu

point for es a comprehensive generative stylistics,

, One-major weakness has arisen from the fact that many researchers have

postulated theSe formulas-and pattermt

weak

mentioned by Larson on-the basis of
42.

purely feral, analysis of writing samples vithaut an underl ng c mmu cation-

. oriented theory. Thus the data generated' 4. been,ad hoc and has nt

explained' how fonn'-evolves out

eally

he de ire- to communicate content s c lly

with respect to small scale aspects of grammar and syntax, F'ranciS Chris ensen/

(967:6) even reverses, priorities by suggesting that "the mere farm of the

sentence gederat&s ideas

There are v&rio ways ofdating f6rm to content, as a long-standing dispute

among people throug out the Humanities attests. tBUt a'speciaL viewpoint is clearly

demanded -for-the approach-1 am -advocating-,-

the past are toj:* overcome, must inVistiga

-limitations-of -formal studies- in

how forms and patterns .,of language

function in coimnunication, that is, how 'Uwe -t readerk, Each text contains

some elements that the prospective readers pro ably- kmad and others Which'are

less familiar or totally new to them; When a decision gout the concrete forms

of a text must be made, the r can hardly go vrong by considering which

arrangement guides the reader toward the new-p =tent information in' the

t efficient way. For example, the chief infor ion-in the typical English

sentence appears in the verb or verb complement rattier than-in the subject

(for an accessible account, see Chafe 1970), especial writing, This

arrangement corresponds to the need o state the topic or theme of the sen ence

e making some new point about it, It has been suggested (Firbas'1971)

that la guage elements possess in -their respective contexts various deg of.



"communicative

of commudication in progress,

- research. and experimentation hew

-the relevance of the elements t the

t could be determined through further
tee

respond to elements of varying

relevance, the resulting insighiPuould directly yield informative criteria

for writers. This approach would not meantthat fixed pattarns would be eetabl

for writers to follow, but'rather that writers woiild be aware of *IP ex they

are using expected or non xpected arrangem;z2te with regard to a given audience.

In thisifashiont such pr ing is sues he extent' -to which the audience will

tolerate non- expectedness 'without hecomi confused or Irritated can be set. is

meaningful, relationship to the writerrts decisions about arrangement at all

evels. A het of focusing techniques can be developed against which tbe_writer

-es what is being produced, both during the process of writing and later

with a eye to reviaing. I would h that continued use of foctsing techniques

in rev: sing would lead to the formation of new writing habits' and tt the need

for revision would dwindle. But the criteria underlying the stratgies would be

sufficiently complex that it be unmanageable to bear them all in

at once. For example, writer who has selected a topic and a prospective

audience may well want to fry several alternatives f r arranging the topic

elements: whether it is rocs effective to state
4

i1 or to build up gradual arguments and present the

'depend on the extent to which the hypothesis can be

.thesis rid then defend

hypothesis at the end would
d'E

made acceptibleto the readers

the,one Way or the other. Al.so9 a writer who is Wending to a large-scale

ideration such as this might losetraok of smaller factors, such s dente

Ormation. Once the text is all present in a. draft, the decisions made in

a

:production

decisions c

n be reconsidered,in a more informed perspective e small. -Scale

n be directed by the overall intended ncti n of the in

_rrang a sIretchtommunication. Special reader att ration can be a-oused



which significant infcna lion= is suited in a non d' tm; Albo,

possible misunderstandings can be effectively prevented 'I would stresarin this

connection the value. of miscue__an lys "arch -is reported'by:Allemand Watson (1976

Unfortunately am limited here to merely suggesting what'directiori research

r the development cif generative stylistics should take. 'Investigation, of

texts actually e foict readers is only in, its beginninit, espe ially with

-e-arthitograsuatioal/syntactic fonmation. In another study (Beaugrande 197qb),

I have tried to at length wh t sort ofj-reder.is presupposed by a: highly

non-ordinary and non-expected poetit discourst. Norbert Groeben (1975)-and'.

Wolfram Mouser et al. (L972), have conducted empi-fic experimints.with lytic poetry.

Dike Janet Emig (1971)- study of the composition process of young people, these

investigat4ons suggest that mares of our

actually.bccurs in language use Must be

sfatudies in the past. the research dbout

human,interaction has rery goad presioec

traditionally accepted viewa about what

reconsidered. But in contrast to many

language within the 'actual context of

of leading to valid and workable

solutions of the no t pressing problem facing the edUcati?nal system

that of teaching pee ple to'urite their' native language effectively.
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